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Vili e 3
TWO- AND THREE-DIMKNRT DNAT, GROUND-WATER FLOW TOWARDS THE ICE-LENSES

rnffrnn tn thf. ffRTCRgTNG GROUND

ROB.F.X. RUCKLI,

Dr. ès sc. techn., Ing., Inspecteur fédéral des travaux publics,Berne

1. PROBLEM.

The usual method of calculating the wa
ter-supply towards forming ice-lenses presup
poses a constant groundwater-level (soil with 
not too little permeability and freezing tests 
in laboratory) 1) (Fig. 1). But formation of 
ice-lenses often takes place in slightly per
meable, capillary saturated soils, where there 
is no groundwater -level. The water needed to 
supply the ice-lenses is then drawn from the 
free water accumulated in the pores beside 
and under the lenses. (.Fig. <i). The mathema
tical treatment of this case is approximative- 
ly possible for the steady state of flowing 
and gives interesting indications concerning 
the nature of the phenomenon.

- ground level ^ 
h frost-- heaving

% frozen zone with ice-lenses 

— frost limit

g.w. level

FIG.1

2. THE SUCTION-FORGE.

Since formation of ice-lenses is possible 
in absence of capillary pressure in samples 
overflowed with water 4) 5), the writer at
tributes, according to Taber 9), "the moving 
force not to capillarity K, but to a similar 
subpressure, which resides in the cohesion 
of the water-films, surrounding the soil 
grains 7). This subpressure will be called 
suction-force 8).

a) Determination of the suction-force bythe 
frost-heaving reached in freezing tests. 
In application of the law of Darcy, we 

can write (Fig. 1)

v.-e. h.-e

k 0 l ,09. K DA t  x ) (1)

wherein is:
subpressure (suction-force), in cm wa- 
ter-column 

v : rate of frost heaving, cm/min 
1 : hight of suction in cm
h : frost-heaving reached in the time At in 

cm
kD : permeability, in cm/min 
1 ,09: dilatation of freezing water 
At : during of the freezing tests, min

By this relation P may be calculated for 
every tested soil type.

b) Determination of the suction-force by im
mediate manometric measuring
Buisson 2) describes a simple manometric 

method for measuring the pressure in water- 
filled pores of loaded soils. If adequately 
applied, it also may be used for the determin
ation of subpressure. The writer has proposed 
the apparatus, shown in fig. 3, which is, at 
present, tried in the laboratory of soil me
chanics of Lausanne (Prof. D. Bonnard). The 
glasstube (Piezometer) is placed in the axis 
of the soil sample; it is connected by a ca
pillar tube and an U-rubber tube with a ver
tically movable mercury-filled vessel. If in 
the piezometer-tube a subpressure (suction- 
force) is developed by the formation of ice- 
lenses, water would emerge from the glass
tube into the soil sample, if the counter- 
pressure in this tube would not be reduced by 
lowering the mercury-ve3sel, in a manner that 
the mercury-level in the capillar tube remains 
constant. The subpressure (suction-force) 
equals directly the lowering of the mercury- 
Ygs s el

The preliminary tests seem to confirm 
the usefulness of the method. By the test re
presented in fig. 4 the suction-force was 
found to be

by calculation

h . f .

Pc =

0. 043. 7

1.09. kQ At 1,09. ¿.lercio
: 1 3 8  c m .

by manometric p _ 218 
measuring m
For the high freezing rate, the hydrody

namic effect of the suction-force P was prob
ably not quite developed. It is desir able, 
that the method proposed by the writer be 
examined systematically on cohesive and non- 
cohesive soils. Besides measuring the sub- 
pressure in different heights of the soil-co- 
luinn the temperature should also be determin
ed at the same points.

x) Since the hanging water-column is
balanced by the capillarity K, we have not

" ^  but v -  kj, • f  ,to write v

the whole subpressure P is efficient dynam 
ically.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL (PLANE) WATEB-FLOW TOWABDS

THE ICE-LENSES.

We suppose a plane-limited, infinite, 
homogeneous semi-continuum (half-space) com
pletely saturated with capillary water. If on

the top or in a deeper lying horizontal plane 
an infinitely' long ice-lens forms, which has 
a width of 2a (e.g. width of the road), this 
lens will provoke on its lower face a sub- 
pressure P. In the plane of the ice-lens, the 
boundary-conditions can be formulated as fol-
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Iowa: Fig. 5
a) Outside of the lens the pressure has the 

constant value p0.
b) Under the lena, pressure is lowered in con

sequence of freezing by P to p0 - P.
c) The plane of the ice-lens is an equipotent- 

ial face with a pressure of p0 resp. p0-P.
d) The water-flow outside of the lens goes 

vertically downwards but under the lens up
wards.
The net worK of stream lines and equipo- 

tential curves corresponding to these bound
ary conditions can be found by conformal re
presentation. Using the function w = In -rr^? 
we get with (Fig. 6).

»•«<
z- a r e

z + a

. z- a r. . ,  y.
V7= In----—  In—  + Lia-«,)

z + a r, K '
(2)

w  - y  + i q»

To une orthogonal straight-line netT|r « const, 
and - const, of the w - plane is correlated 
in tlje z - plane the orthogonal net of the ap- 
pollonian circles

•\|/* — In -rr- = const, (stream lines)

o, _ f<x _ const, (equipotential
^ ' 1 2./ curves).
These circles correspond to the given 

boundary conditions.
Conforming to the potential-theorie, the 

rate of flowage at any point of the w-plane 
is: d<p

v = — (3)d e
while in the w-plane cp changes from to 

TT, for the given boundary conditions the po
tential of the z-plane changes at the same 
time from 0 to -P. For this reasonthe coeffi
cient is _ P .

IT D
and the rate of flowage in the z-plane 

p k dÇ«,-«a)v = —

(4)

(5)
ds

For tg —  = tg
a

IT

(6) 
ds = dh

we can write for the rate along the vertical 
symmetry axis

v = _k P gclfancta-^^  
u " dh °  T T  h ‘-IT

2 a

■2+aa
(7)

o and
(8)

In the centre of the ice-lens, h 
2kp.P_

o a r r
The distribution of the rate of the wa

ter flow over the area of the ice-lens may be 
calculated from the gradient between an equi
potential circle of the arrow dh^ and the lens 
(Fig. 7). At a point, at the distance x from 
the centre, the ordinate of the circle is ex
actly enough

dhx =  dh0
(*-h)

(9 )

The gradient is proportional to

Therefore 
v.

dcp d<P0 dhc

x ^ ds ^*dh dh
--

2. kr
V TT a - x 2

d hQ

dhx (10)

d<P0 i

d h

Fig. 8.

FIG. 7

- +X

FIG. 8
If x = a, va « oo. But in reality v is 

limited for thermic and hydrodynamic reasons. 
The maximum V and the absciss X where it oc
curs can he calculated.

Thermic limit.
in the steady state the frost limit re

mains at a constant depth § and the liberated 
heat of solidification (C cal/cm3) of the



freezing water is conducted through the fro
zen zone to the road-surface. Assuming el li
near diminution of the temperature from-Vj » 0 
in the frost limit i to at the surface, we 
can write d t f

v c r =  A - - -

.  du

V l h .  i i  o*>
h cr 5

Vth is the possible maximal water-supply and

X the heat-conductibility of the frozen 
ground.

Hydraulic limit.
The water supply is only possible, if per 

unit volume a reserve m of free water is dis
posable in the pores reached by the depression.
If n is the porosity of the soil, the total 
disposable water volume between two infinite
ly neighboured stream lines and the element 
dx of the lens enclosing the area dFx is m . 
n . dFx. This maximal volume is accumulated 
in the corresponding element dx of the ice- ^
lens during the time T. (Fig. 6).

V-dx-T = m  n dFx

A

T
h
1

m.n dF

V* -  —  dx (13) FIG.10

By developing this we get an equation of 
the sixth degree for X.

4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL (SPATIAL) iVATER-FLOW 

AGAINST A CIRGULAR, HORIZONTAL ICE-LBNS.

The former solution can be generalized by 
a method of approximation for the case of three- 
dimensional groundwater-flow from the semi- 
continuum to a horizontal, circular ice-lens 
as follow:

According to Dachler 3), rotation-sym- 
metrical groundwater flowages may be repre
sented by plane models, if the continuum is 
limited only by equipotential curves and solid 
boundary stream lines. In our case, this con
dition is fulfilled. Therefore the spatial 
streamfaces arise from the plane streamlines 
by rotation around the y-axis (vertical sym
metry axis). As the distribution of the rate 
in the plane flow and in a meridional section 
of the spatial flow is not the same, the po
tential (0) of a spherical calotte does not 
equal the potential (<j>) of the circle, which 
generates the sphere. By the rotation, only 
the form of the equipotential- and stream - 
faces are determined, but not their value.
This value has to be calculated. (Fig. 9)

a) Geometrical relation between equipotential 
and streamfaces'!

In the meridional section shown in fig. 
10 the following relations exist:

” cd a
-i-=arctg— 2- (14)

r, s i n <p 2 h
As In jw = const, we find by a short mathema-

2. 2tical development ̂  X

2 x
and for the circle passing through dx

2 , 2  = a_ a_ — dx a------ (15)

The radius ds of the tube formed by rotation 
of this circle increases with the depth:

ds ■= E.p (16)

a
depth

FIG.11

Hnu/pllpH concrete slabs

ice - lens gravel base-course

stream lines

FIG.12

potential
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For a small depth 
and b

e = —  «= ̂
R R

Therefore 
ds

h h 
h 2. h-dx

2acdx dx

With

the radius

tg <£.. ao s/ncp 

Z  d z

ds dx

\  we find 

(17)
a;

b) Application of the condition of continuity.
For the continuity condition applied to 

the tube, defined by the radius dx, the rate 
of water flow in the depth h is: 4

d q  a  n r n
v . - — — --- t ~z— s (18)
h ds2TT -rr (a^+ h ) dx 

In the centre of the ice-lens

^  v0. ^ .  2

<i9)
0 a*

c) Relation between the potential ( ( f) of the

flane and the potential (4 ) o i the spatial 
low!
Conforming to the law of Darcy we can 

write a»0 p

v h H
k °  TT

(20)

rate along the y-axis;

is the potential of the spatial flow, 
measured on the y-axis in the depth h.
c) 6  -  rr -tr i
—C. = ----V. = --
òh R k, P. k,

<*.— !:■> /~ + c
(21)

iVith the substitutions 
h

' f-t ; p = tgc3 ; 05= arctg n — arctq —
a„

2 a r c t g  - 5 -  
h

and with <p- 

the equation may be integrated

j2f=_ ^ E . r ± i ^ p + n ^ . i + c  (22) 
2 k DP L  2 2 J '

a5® to be measured in the same depth 
with the boundary condition

(p = 0 also 0 = 0, __ 2
the constant C becomes ya.tr*

4 k n.P
further if <jp = IT then 6  = TT 
and therefore

TT — ^ l . [ o * o ] t  Ü Ü
2k„P 4knP

and vo =
4  k,

s in Cp

arr
rr-.<p

) TT

(23)

(24)

(25)
M ■ 2  2<p => <p— sin tf>

This is the relation between the perennials 
ofiplane and spatial flowage. (Fig. 11a).

The equipotential faces are spherical 
segments, with the lens as .their base. In the 
case of three-dimensional (spatial) flow the 
subpressure (depression), due to the ice-lens

does not reach far. With increasing depth, 
rate of flow decreases fastly. (Fig. lib)
Near the edge of the lens (singular point) 
the given formula is not valid. Here tba sup
ply is smaller for hydraulic and thermic rea
sons.

5. CONCLUSIONS.
Both, in the case of plane and spatial 

ground-water flow towards an ice-lens the 
rate in the centre of the lens is inversely 
proportional to the width (a) or the radius 
(ao) of the lens respectively. Therefore 
small ice-lenses cause greater frost-heavings 
than lenses of large surfaces.

In case of concrete pavements with joints 
and dowels, lenses have to compensate a high
er specific pressure than in the case of flex
ible pavements. (Fig. 12) Since the suction- 
force decreases, when external pressure (load) 
increases 1), small lenses cannot cause great 
frost-heaving. When plotting the possible 
frost-heaving against the diameter of the 
lens, the curve first rises steeply reaching 
its maximum soon and then falling gradually 
with increasing diameter.

This relation is demonstrated by a prac
tical example in fig. 13. Surface of the do- 
welled concrete slab 3 m x 3 m; Thickness of 
slabs and the base-course together 0.60 m,
0.80 m and 1.00 m. When the thickness of the 
base-course increases, load acting on the ice- 
lens also increases and frost-heaving decreas
es. Moreover, the thicker the gravel base- 
course is, the shorter is the time, during 
which the subbase is exposed to the frost.The 
maximal frost-heaving is reached by a lens of 
3 m in diameter. In case of smaller ice-lenses, 
frost-heaving is smaller because of the great
er specific pressure which has to be compen
sated, and, in case of larger lenses frost- 
heaving is smaller for hydrodynamic reasons, 
in other words on account of the long stream 
lines.

On this relation depends the favourable 
behaviour of dowelled concrete slabs observed 
in nature (6).

SUMMARY.

The cause of frost-heaving is attributed

cm

diameter of the lens 2an 

FIG.13
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to the cohesion of the water films surrounding 
the soil grains; the hydrodynamic subpressure, 
or suction-force, can be calculated by the 
frost-heaving of freezing tests or by direct 
manometric measuring.

If there is no extended groundwater -level, 
the water needed to supply the ice-lenses is 
drawn from the free water, accumulated in the 
pores of the soil beside and under the lens.

The resulting plane and the spatial 
groundwater * flow towards an ice-lens has been 
calculated. The rate of flowing and therefore 
the frost-heaving in the centre of the lens is 
inverse proportional to the diameter of the 
lens.

Therefore on flexible pavements small 
lenses cause greater frost-heavings than lens
es with large surfaces.

On rigid pavements, frost-heavings on 
small surfaces cannot occur, because of the 
high specific pressure which has to be com
pensated, in consequence of the dowelling of 
tne slabs.

This report represents an extract of the writ
er’s book "Der Frost im Baugrund" (The Frost 
in the Sub-soil), which will be published 
probably in Autumn 1948, by the firm "Springer, 
Vienna”.
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VIII e 4 FROST-DAMAGE TO ROADS IN DENMARK

AXEL RIIS, Chief Engineer 

Danish State Road Laboratory

INTRODUCTION.

During the severe winters of 1939/40, 
1940/41, 1941/42, and the long but no less 
severe winter of 1946/47, Danish roads were 
damaged by frost to an unprecedented extent.

t'or this reason the Danish Road Laborato
ry x) began in ¿larch 1940 a systematic exam
ination of frost damage. A questionaire was 
seat to all county surveyors, and city and mun
icipal engineers, together with the offer of 
assistance in the elucidation of the underly
ing conditions, with a view to providing 
against future damage.

In March and April 1940 a considerable 
number of soil samples were received. The work 
then begun has since continued, and, particu
larly in connection with the motorway construc
tion initiated during the war, has attained 
considerable extent. To date the Laboratory 
has examined some 1500 samples of soil and has 
indicated in many cases how frost-heaving in the 
sub-grade may be counteracted. Information has 
also been collected from the county surveyors 
upon the methods generally employed to make 
good frost damage and the cost thereof.

The above work is briefly described in 
the following.

METHODS EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE TH£ FROST HAZARD 

OF A SOIL.

In the examination of a soil for its po
tentiality to cause heaving during frost the 
Laboratory employs in general the method of 
Dr. Gunnar Beskow. Departmental Head, State 
Road institution, Stockholm, by which the frost 
hazard is determined partly by grain size ana
lysis and partly by determination of the capil
larity.

Grain size analysis. Beskow differentiates be
tween homogeneous soils (sediments) and hete
rogeneous soils (moraine-soils).

x) An advisory institution established 
in 1928 under the Ministry of Public Works, 
to afford information to all municipal au
thorities on technical road questions, to 
examine road materials and pavings etc.and 
develop proposals for standards for sa:ne, 
and for the execution of road works.


